Agiliz, leading your journey towards actionable insights
Agiliz is a leading professional services company, providing business intelligence
services and solutions across various industries. As a preferred MicroStrategy
partner, we combine extensive knowledge and unmatched experience to guide our
clients to improve their performance and to be ahead of the competition. If your
passion for innovation and business intelligence is your driving factor, then Agiliz
will be the perfect fit for you!

Senior Cloud Data Specialist
Within Agiliz, you will be joining a team of technology experts from a broad
Business intelligence spectrum. Together, you will help clients harness their data to
create insights that help them make informed decisions, improve business
outcomes and accelerate their performance.

Role
We are currently looking for a senior cloud data specialist, who will join us in order
to deliver high quality, end-to-end cloud data solutions.
Following the Agiliz vision and methodology, you will be leading the clients on
different cloud BI aspects. As a Key Advisor, you will be the point of contact from
problem definition to solution design and implementation. You will be leading your
domain and your team in order to provide an innovative BI implementation.
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Qualifications















You hold at least a Bachelor Diploma or similar through experience.
+4 years of working experience in the field of Business Intelligence.
Extensive knowledge of cloud data solutions (AWS/Azure/Google)
Preferable knowledge of Snowflake & Matillion, but not a must.
Excellent knowledge in Data modelling, data warehouse design
star/snowflake schema and SQL.
Good knowledge of ETL/ELT.
Knowledge in MicroStrategy is a plus, but not a must.
Strong leadership skills and team management skills.
Project management activities for Reporting projects.
Ability to estimate and plan client requirements, produce best in class
deliverables.
Excellent End-User/Business Interaction and Presentation Skills.
Strong stakeholder management skills and ability to negotiate and influence
executive level for decision making
Good language skills: English, Dutch/French.
Open to travel in BENELUX is a plus.

Future Working Environment
Join Agiliz and you will choose for an innovative environment where
entrepreneurship is hugely encouraged. You will get the opportunity to work with
some of the most dynamic companies in the world.
We are an informal organization, part of the Cronos Group, with our own culture.
Teamwork is our biggest strength and through that, we will always help each other
in many interesting and challenging projects.
Next to our excellent terms of employment and benefits, you will have the
opportunity to work with the best and through a Personal Development Plan, we will
help you to steer your career to your desired direction. Whether your growth will be
technical, functional, management or business, we at Agiliz will fully support your
chosen path.

Apply now
Do you recognize yourself in the above and does Agiliz seem interesting for you, do
not wait any longer. Send your CV to info@agiliz.be and make an appointment for
an interview.
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